By making these assumptions it is shown that can undoubtedly be taken to improve the
that the observed variations in parameters A, reliability of platinum thermometers in this
alpha, B and C in the Callendar Van Dusen respect. It is pointed out that the simple step
equation can be satisfactorily accounted for, of increasing the wire diameter alone and
and in addition it is possible to explain the thereby reducing the proportion by which
surface effects can influence resistivity is not
variations in resistivity below 90°K.
From this work it follows that the surface a satisfactory solution and can raise more
contamination normally present on the wire problems than it would solve. There is, howof an average platinum resistance thermometer ever, very great hope that considerable imis the major cause of error in resistance provements can be made by scrupulous
thermometry at low temperatures. If this can attention to cleanliness at ali stages in handbe prevented there secms no reason why these ling the wire and fabricating the thermometers.
instruments should not bc uscd with confi- It is particularly hopeful to note that even
dence and the readings extrapolated below now many of the best commercial thermom9o'K to an accuracy of better than a few eters show excellent performance at low
tempcratu,res.
millidegrees K.
J. C . C .
The results also serve to indicate the steps

Thermal Conductivity of Pure Platinum
The thermal conductivity of pure platinum
was recently found by Powell and Tye ( I ) at
the National Physical Laboratory, working for
the first time on substantial solid specimens,
to remain surprisingly constant within 0.5 per
cent of 0.73W cm-loC-l over the range o to
950°C. Several other investigators have since
examined the thermal conductivity of platinum and some of their results were reported
at the Thermal Conductivity Conference at
the National Physical Laboratory last July.
At first sight the conclusions of Powell and
Tye are not fully supported by this further
work. Thus K. H. Bode (2j of PhysikalischeTechnische Bundesanstalt, Braunschweig,
obtained a value rising from 0.7025 to 0.7100
between o and IOO'C using as test piece a
massive cylindrical specimen. The platinum,
however, contained 135 to 150 p.p.m. of
impurities and its density was only 21.32 g/ml
compared with 21.5, the NPL figure.
J. J. Martin and P. H. Sidles (3) of Iowa
State University measured the thermal
diffusivity of two specimens, one of high
purity (99.999 per ccnt) and the other less
pure (99.9 per cent) at temperatures up to
927OC and from their results calculated values
of thermal conductivity. Unexpectedly the
purer sample had the lower thermal conductivity at high temperatures. The figures
obtained for the purer sample were, however,
certainly not constant, being 5 per cent lower
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at room temperature than the value found by
Powell and Tye, and 10 per cent higher at
877°C.
Finally, M. J. Wheeler (4) of the Hirst
Research Centre of the General Electric
Company Limited, at Wembley, measured
thermal diffusivity from 907" to 1477°C using
a modulated beam technique. The calculated
values of thermal conductivity agree reasonably well with those of Powell and Tye
around I I O O " ~but tend to rise at higher
temperatures.
On the whole this new evidence does not
seem to be of sufficient weight to overthrow
the conclusion of Powell and Tye that the
thermal conductivity is sensibly constant
from room temperature to around 900°C. On
the other hand, it is possible that there may
very well be an inflexion around 800 to 900"C,
the thermal conductivity tending to rise at
higher temperatures.
J. C. C .
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